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Abstract 
In this article, we show three examples for the application of pedestrian flow 
simulation and analysis: the Haj to Makkah, the World Youth Day 2005 in Co-
logne, and the egress (non-emergency) from a football stadium. The former 
two are among the largest events in the world – concerning the number of 
participants. Various circumstances are specific for religious events. The per-
sons might perform rituals and therefore the patterns of movement or gather-
ing are governed by rules that go beyond simple necessity or comfort. Fur-
thermore, the persons are usually very much attracted by the (idealistic) aim of 
their pilgrimage. For the Haj to Makkah, the Jamarat Bridge, where the sym-
bolic stoning of the devil takes place, is the most interesting part concerning 
crowd dynamics. The same holds for the final service at the World Youth Day 
2005 in Cologne, celebrated by the Pope. The paper is divided into five parts: 
The first section is concerned with model building and the second with the 
calibration of parameters by empirical data. The following two sections are 
dealing with simulation results and their verification. The final section summa-
rizes the results, provides recommendations and concludes with the most im-
portant implications for the field of crowd dynamics simulation. 

1 Model Building 
Empirical data is used for model building on the one hand and for verification 
of results on the other hand. Straightforward approaches of model building are 
so called empirical models. They use empirical results like the relation be-
tween flow and density directly. Examples are the approaches of Pauls [4] and 
Predtetschenski [11]. These models are usually macroscopic, i.e., they de-
scribe the homogenous flow of persons. Adapting the nomenclature of Figure 
5, they would be called global queuing models. When individual persons are 
distinguished, one speaks of microscopic models. The further aspects of this 
classification scheme are provided in Figure 5. Individual means in this con-
text, that persons can have different abilities and characteristics which are 
represented directly (individually) in the model.  



 

Figure 1: Classification of models. 

This is usually combined with a detailed (microscopic) representation of space 
– either continuously or discrete. However, it is not the major intention of this 
paper to classify models. Rather, practical examples and empirical observa-
tions are used to highlight the applicability of the different modeling ap-
proaches. 

2 Empirical Data and Calibration of Parameters 
All the empirical observations shown in this paper relate to large scale events. 
Two of them are religious events, the Haj to Makkah and the World Youth Day 
in cologne. The third is the egress from a football stadium after the match (non 
emergency). The former two are very large events with several hundred thou-
sand pilgrims. In the later case, the stadium has a capacity of 80,000 persons. 
There is another distinction – of course – between the Haj and the World 
Youth Day concerning the operation and the staffs’ training. The Haj takes 
place every year at the same place, the World Youth Day neither takes place 
every year, nor does it always take place at the same location. This is a major 
difference, especially concerning the location and the experience of the offi-
cials. 

Table 1: Dependence of walking speed on group size. 

Group size # Groups Walking Speed / (m/s) 
1 95 1,38 
2 149 1,28 
3 59 1,24 
4 17 1,24 
5 10 1,22 
6 2 1,10 

total 332 1,30 
The data shown in Table 1 has been measured on the pedestrian bridge at the 
World Exhibition (Expo) 2000 in Hannover (Germany). 



2.1 Identification of Key Parameters  
Different models are of course based on different assumptions. Often, these 
assumptions are implicit. This means, that they are not explicitly stated but can 
be concluded from, e.g., the parameters used in the model. However, even 
experiments or observations are not assumption free. In the context of such 
measurements, a distinction is usually made between independent and de-
pendent variables. The former are varied freely and the latter are determined 
by the former. An example would be age and walking speed. Age would in this 
context be the independent and walking speed the dependant variable. This is 
highlighted in the following Table 2. This table contains further important con-
cepts and terms. 

Table 2: Glossary. 

Validation Validation and Verification are used synonymously. 
Simulation The systematic application of a (mathematical) model to 

obtain quantitative statements (i.e. numbers) that corre-
spond to real world phenomena. 

Validity A number is valid, if it actually describes what it is intended 
to describe. 

Reliability A quantity is reliable, if repeated measurements (with the 
same boundary conditions) provide the same results. 

Objectivity The fact that the same results can be obtained by several 
persons (if the same assumptions are made). 

Calibration The adjustment of a parameter to obtain correct simulation 
results. 

Dependent 
Variables 

are those quantities that are actually measured. Measure-
ment is not restricted to empirical observations but com-
prises also simulation results. 

Independent 
Variables 

are those that can be tuned by the user 

Parameter Parameters are independent variables in models. 
 
From the connection between age and walking speed it can be seen that there 
is no one to one correspondence between independent variables and model 
parameters. In a simulation model, independent as well as dependent vari-
ables can be parameters. One can either define age as a parameter that has 
to be specified by the user. Or one can “directly” use walking speed as a pa-
rameter. Since the relation between age and walking speed is pre-determined, 
these two approaches are analogous. 
However, for other parameters, the case is more complicated. Physiological 
variable can usually be accessed directly. Therefore, their distribution within a 
given population is usually known or can be derived via relations to other 
known variables. However, for psychological (or even sociological) parame-
ters, like orientation capability, decision making abilities or group binding, this 



is not the case. Therefore, these are typically calibration parameters. The gen-
eral question arises, whether they should be included in a model as parame-
ters at all. Figure 2 shows different individual strategies for egress. They could 
be connected to the orientation capability shown in Table 3. This schematic 
relation between geometrical complexity, individual movement ability and 
egress strategy is neither functional nor quantitative. Therefore, it is not suited 
in this form for implementation in a simulation model. In stochastic models, 
however, parameters that represent probabilities can be used. One such pa-
rameter is for example an orientation frequency, which specifies the frequency 
of abrupt stops due to the need for orientation. The range of this parameter is 
per definition restricted to the interval from 0 to 1.  

 

Figure 2: Different strategies for egress depending on the individual movement 
ability and the complexity of the surroundings. 

2.2 Quantification of Parameters 
When quantifying parameters of phenomenological models, some of the pa-
rameters are per definition calibration parameters. This means, that they can-
not be directly measured, but are calibrated by adapting simulation results to 
measured quantities. 

Table 3: Relation between model parameters and empirical quantities. 

Name Empirical quantity Measurement 
Free walking speed Same Video footage 
Orientation capability Decision time (?) Video footage 
Age Same Statistical tables 
Gender Same Statistical tables 
Further person parameters Same Statistical tables 
Route choice Strategy Questionnaire 
Motion impairment speed reduction Video footage 
 lateral deviation  



It is usually not possible to directly determine the parameters for a population. 
Therefore, standard populations, e.g. an average population, must be defined. 
One approach is to use census data. The column “measurement” in Table 3 
indicates how each quantity can be “measured” respectively determined. The 
parameter “route choice” is illustrated in Figure 2. Many additional parameters 
can be defined, of course. 

3 Simulation Results 
Simulation results are the only way to verify (or falsify, if one prefers the Pop-
perian concept) a model as a whole. Of course, there is no first principles ap-
proach pedestrian movement. The term “ball bearing models” might partly 
results from this misunderstanding, either because the application range of a 
model based on first principles (i.e. non-phenomenological) has not been 
clearly stated or the fact that every model is based on simplifications is misun-
derstood. 

3.1 Haj 
The empirical data concerning the Haj is manifold [1]. Since it takes place 
every year, much information has been collected concerning the pilgrims 
movement.  

 

Figure 3: Proposed new design for the Jamarat Bridge [16]. 

Currently, a major restructuring of the Mina area is under-way. The situation is 
different for the WYD however, where there is basically no quantitative data 
available. For the first case the data is used to calibrate the model and then 
simulations are performed to support the planning for the improvement of the 



structures. By comparing the performance of different procedures, operation 
guidelines can be formulated. Since, empirical data will be available in the 
future; too, the impact of the changes can be scrutinized and compared to the 
simulated predictions. The proposed bridge is shown in Figure 4. In the sce-
nario considered here, there are 100,000 persons distributed equally on the 
bridge. The persons are indicated by the small red dots. This is an extreme 
case which is rather a worst case test. It does not imply that such a situation 
will occur regularly in this environment. As can be seen from Figure 5, the 
simulation results (in this case the position of the persons after 10 minutes) 
depend on the assumptions made. The major influence in this case is the 
route choice of the persons. In the simulation, this route choice is modeled via 
a so called potential. Other authors call this “distance metric” [2] or static field 
[3]. However, the method is always based on using the distance to the exit or 
some intermediate goal to determine the direction of motion. 
 

 

Figure 4: One level of the proposed new Jamarat Bridge.  

Furthermore, the results of the simulation depend strongly on the assumptions 
made, especially concerning route choice. In this example, it is crucial where 
the persons move. 
Of course this method can be refined by defining groups of persons and areas 
within the geometry where the potential is adapted due to certain further as-
sumptions (e.g., doors through which the potential spreads preferably). 
The term potential is quite intuitive in this context, since the distance metric is 
similar to an electrostatic potential with a single source for a simple geometry. 
There are additional boundary conditions, e.g. the walls which basically have a 
potential of minus infinity, i.e. cannot be penetrated. This boundary condition 
do not compare to any boundary conditions used in electrostatics, however. 



 

Figure 5: Situation after 10 minutes. 

The important point is that these assumptions concerning the route choice 
often determine the simulation results. The route-choice is normally not a re-
sult of the simulation, but is pre-defined simulation parameters. Even if a com-
plex method is applied, i.e. definition of several groups, guiding via a route 
choice graph, additional limitations or boundary conditions for the determina-
tion of the walking direction (which corresponds to the potential), all these 
have to be set by the user of the simulation. 
This argumentation becomes quite clear, when one takes into account the fact 
that otherwise, an artificial intelligence approach is necessary. The decisions 
made by the persons would then require a mental representation of the ge-
ometry every agent can access. Furthermore, there would have to be rules 
which model the decision making process of the individual. Whether these 
rules are deterministic or stochastic does not matter. 
At the end of the day, parameters must be defined, which describe the differ-
ent strategies of the agents. The decision, how to tune these parameters 
would again be the task of the user. 
Another argument for the importance of the user’s settings is the analogy be-
tween a simulation and an evacuation trial or real evacuation. It is not only the 
evacuees themselves who autonomously decide which route to take. Of 
course, the staff members, the signage and other parts of the evacuation sys-
tem influence the movement behavior and route choice. In this sense, a model 
simplifies and quantifies these influences. Since there are no first-principle 
rules, every model is phenomenological. This means, that its intended use is 
to correctly reproduce phenomena but not to describe the agents’ behavior on 
a microscopic level. 



3.2 World Youth Day 
The World Youth Day took place in August in Cologne, Germany. The final 
event was a service with Pope Benedict XVI. It took place on a large ground 
(around 92 ha) with a stage in the centre. The geometry is shown in Figure 6.  
Altogether around 700 to 800 thousand pilgrims were expected. Apart from the 
requirements to the roads and public transportation systems, the footpaths 
play of course also an eminent role in the mobility concept. 

 

Figure 6: The area where the World Youth Day 2005 was held. 

Two cases must be distinguished, when analyzing the geometry and opera-
tional performance: a normal case of getting to and back from the area and the 
emergency case, when part of the site has to be evacuated. In the former 
case, a time frame of 8 to 10 hours was considered. 



 

Figure 7: Simulation of the egress from four zones at the world youth day. The 
left part shows the initial population distribution and the right part the situation 

after 30 minutes. 

Since the final service was held in the late afternoon, the mobility concept is 
also based on a considerable part of the pilgrims staying at the place overnight 
in tents. The major bottleneck is not the movement of pedestrians anyway, but 
the capacity of the transportation system. A completely different scenario is 
emergency evacuation. 

4 Verification of the Results 
Concerning quantitative verification, movement patterns provide a valuable 
tool to investigate the reliability of simulation results. In the following table, 
data from video footage is compared to simulation results. The most prominent 
aspect is the egress from the seating rows. The lower rows are emptied first. 
The difference at t=2 min is due to the shorter reaction time of the agents. 
Similar to reality, in the simulation the lower blocks are emptied earlier. 

5 Recommendations and Conclusion 
In this paper, three different events with very high numbers of pedestrians 
were presented. The simulation results are strongly determined by the choice 
of parameters, especially route choice strategies. An important aspect in the 
egress from football stadiums is the v-like shapes that are formed since the 
egress from the lower seating rows is slower. Recommendations can be de-
rived from the observations and simulation results shown two different ways: 
On the one hand, general recommendations, applicable for all large crowd 
events. On the other hand, there are specific recommendations that apply only 
for the specific event. The later takes into account the specific geometry and 
character of the event.  



 
Reality Simulation 

  
t = 2 min: Only few spectators have started 
moving. 

t = 20 s: Some of the 
agents have moved. 

  
t = 5 min: Most of the spectators have re-
acted. Congestion forms on the stairs and in 
the seating rows. 

t = 3 min: Most of the 
agents have reacted.  

  
t = 7 min: All spectators move. T = 6 min: The lower 

blocks are already 
empty.  

 



 

  
t = 10 min: Congestion remains only on the 
stairs. 

t = 10 min: Different from 
reality the blocks 85, 86, 
and 89 are already 
empty. 

  
t = 13 min: Blocks 85, 86, and 89 are empty. t = 13 min: Apart from 

block 87, all blocks are 
empty. 

 
Especially concerning the geometry, simulations can provide valuable hints on 
the creation, duration, and location of congestion. 
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